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APPENDIX FIGURE LEGENDS

Appendix Figure 1: Availability of SF-36 information
Yellow: reported in the original or additional/supplementary trial publications; Green: additional data received by the authors after additional contact; Brown: data not calculated (as clarified by the authors or because SF12- the shortened version of SF36- was used); Purple: not originally reported and no additional information was provided.
† SF12 was used, thus SF36 sub-domains were not calculated; PCS: physical composite score; MCS: mental composite score

Appendix Figure 2: Primary efficacy and SF-36 results for the eligible trial comparisons
Red: statistically significant results in favour of the experimental interpretation; Yellow: statistically significant results against the experimental intervention; Blue: non-statistically significant difference between groups; Blank: not calculated or not reported
† SF12 was used, thus SF36 sub-domains were not calculated; PCS: physical composite score; MCS: mental composite score